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VACCINE WITCHCRAFT

COVID-19 VACCINE WILL CONTAIN ABORTED HUMAN FETAL CELLS, GMOs, CAUSING
CANCER, ETC.

Monday, May 25, 2020 by: S.D. Wells

( Natural News ) Vaccine sorcery is underway folks, and you if don’t learn how to read vaccine
literature right now, you are in for a rude awakening. Most healthcare workers have no clue
what they’re injecting into their patient’s muscle tissue, they just regurgitate what they hear from
the top – the script that’s siphoned, censured, and “peer reviewed” by a highly experimental
industry that can never be sued, for anything.

This is medical sorcery, these scientists, who engineer sickness by breeding it in infected
animal cells (think chicken eggs), even including African Green monkey kidney cells , and then
combining all that with multiple, live virus strains and MRC-5 abortion cells that have been
genetically manipulated
, modified, and mutated (with foreign DNA insertions, inversions and deletions). These dirty
vaccine sorcery injections are embedded with codes in viruses meant to attack human tissue,
your cleansing organs, your brain, and your central nervous system.

They’re using “ recombinant DNA ” which is just a technical word for genetically mutated and
highly unpredictable human albumin. There is nothing proven safe and nothing proven effective
about injecting today’s vaccines. This is what they call “heightened immune response” and it’s
dangerous in the short term, and deadly in the long term. This is not some simple shortlist of
side effects from necessary medicine. It’s medical crime, and it’s about to be fully brought to
light.
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Exposing medical crime as witchcraft

The aborted human cells used in vaccines come from lung tissue and are considered
“abnormal” cells because they keep dividing, spreading, multiplying in the human body after
being injected, and that is the definition of cancer. You can find these cancer-causing, cannibal
-style injections
listed on the
CDC vaccine website
, and you might even recognize a few of them. These dangerous and dirty vaccines include the
MMR (Measles, Mumps & Rubella), Hepatitis A & B, Chicken Pox (Varicella), Polio, and in the
works now … wait for it … novel Coronavirus or “Covid-19.”

The company cheered in mainstream headlines, Moderna, that’s claiming to be developing a
Covid-19 vaccine
, is using human abortion cells to do it. It’s just plain witchcraft, and the benefits (if any at all
anymore) do NOT outweigh the risk. Doctors, nurses and pharmacists do not understand this,
and even if a few do, they can never speak out without getting fired or forever labeled “anti-vax”
and “anti-science.” This is population control and cancer breeding exposed by forensic medicine
experts.

Forensic nurse blows the whistle on abortion cells in vaccines becoming cancerous, and
it’s still on YouTube, so watch now, before they ban it

Vaccine witch doctors are using aborted human fetal cells that are cancerous called “oncocells”
or “oncogenes” that are proven to be mutagenic (notice base word mutant here) and literally the
cause of auto-immune disorders. We’re talking about bio-weapons that are bred in monkey
kidneys and human abortion tissue (diploid) and they breed indefinitely.

In other words, the mechanism has been deleted that controls and limits how they divide and
multiply, making them by default carcinogenic. It’s a mutant injection that is turning humans into
mutants (think mad cow disease). And these cells have been used since the 1960s in vaccines,
so don’t think it’s something brand new that the scientists are using because they’re in some
rush to save us all from Covid-19. That’s all propaganda folks.
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Join us in exposing medical crime of the worst kind. Tune your internet dial to Vaccines.news
for updates on the coronavirus vaccine containing ingredients that will give you cancer and
COVID at the same time. This new virus is morphing as you read this, and people who have it
are being affected in different ways, including attacks on their heart, lungs and liver. Forget
about a vaccine. It simply won’t work and it will be dangerous.

If you’re looking to boost your immune function safely and effectively, avoid all vaccines and
check out some indigenous medicines that have been used to fight infectious pathogens,
viruses and bacteria for thousands of years, including oil of oregano, licorice root, elderberry,
and of course,
chaga mushrooms .

Let’s face it, there’s a lot we don’t understand about novel Covid-19 which is why a vaccine will
NOT work. This virus is using the whole human body as a host to spread. It’s time to listen an
expert virologist who explains all of this in laymen’s terms.

Sources for this article include:

NaturalNews.com NaturalNews.com CDC.gov/vaccines

Vaccines.news LifeSiteNews.com Healthline.com
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